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Introduction

In 1964, Umegaki proved a theorem of McMillan type concerning the integral
representation of entropy in the measure theoretic framework, about which we
briefly review in § 1. Noncommutative probability theory is important to analyse
some physical systems [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17]. In this paper, using
various results obtained in operator algebras, we extend this theorem to that for
noncommutative systems.

§ 1. Integral representation of entropy

Let X be a compact metric space and %(X) be the <r-field of all Borel sets
in X. We denote a homeomorphism on X by T and the set of all T-invariant
regular probability measures p, q, ••• on Z b y Pτ. Let £P be a finite partition of

X and we put $ ϊ n = V T"*£P and gReo= V 9Λ*. Then the entropy of each p^Pτ
k=l k=l

is defined by

S(p)=-\im^Σup(U) log p(U) (n-oo),

where ΣΌ means the summation over U of the atomic sets in £PV;3ftn-i. For any
p^Pτ, we denote the conditional probability functions of ί / e ^ with respect to
mn and m*> by /yί/|SR») and PP(U\WL) respectively. Now we define the
^-measurable function hp(x) on X as follows:

hp(x)=- Σ Pp(Umw)\og PpiUm^ix) ί-a.e. x<=X,

for any p^Pτ. Then, the next important theorem [14] of McMillan type holds.

THEOREM 1. For any finite partition 5», there universally exists a Borel
measurable function h(x) on X such that it is bounded, non-negative, T-invariant
and satisfies

(1) h{x)—hv{x) p-a.e. x^X and for every
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(2) S(p)=[h(x)dp(x) for every PZΞPT.

A typical example of X is a compact message space Az, where A is a set of some
alphabets [15]. Then T is the shift in Az. This case provides with a concrete
description of communication processes.

§2. Noncommutative extension

Let B(SC) be the set of all bounded operators on a separable Hubert space
M and let 91 be a von Neumann algebra (i.e. 9ϊ=(9ί')' where ? 1 ' = U E B ( 1 ) ;
AB—BA=0 for any J3e9l}) acting on M. In noncommutative systems, we
use a *-automorphism a of 91 instead of T. We further denote the set of all
finite partitions of / in 91 by £P(9Ϊ) (i.e. P={Pj) / = 1 , 2, •••, tt<oo}e£P(9l)

satisfies (i) Pj_LPk (kφj) and (ii) 2 ^ = / ) .

We denote the set of all normal states on 91 by <δ(9l) and the set of all
^-invariant states in <δ(9l) by Θ/(α). We assume that there exists a faithful
state in <δ/(α). Let 9R be a von Neumann subalgebra of 9ί including 91", where
9lαΞΞ{Ae9ϊ; a(A)=A}, and let 9Jίn, 9JL> be the von Neumann subalgebras

n oo

generated by \Jα*(9R), \Jα*(9ϊϊ) respectively. For each ^>e<δ/(α), we further

denote the conditional expectations [10, 17] of Λe9l with respect to 9)1 and 9ttπ

(VneΛ^) by £pG4|3R) and £9(i4|3Rn) respectively. For any faithful p e S fα),
let {σf; ίei?} be the modular automorphism group [9, 17] with respect to ψ at
β—1. We assume that there exists the conditional expectation Eψ( \ySl) for

α). PFβ cα// ί/zzs assumption "<^4>" /or y> m ίΛg sequel.

LEMMA 2. For αn^ faithful ^>G©/(α) w zί/i <Λ>, ίΛere ejαsfs ίΛβ conditional
expectation Eψ('\^!fίn) for any n<=N.

Proof. For an α-invariant state <p, we have

σf*a=a*σf for any t<=R.

When n = l , we obtain σ?(^ 1 )=σ? α(aR)=α σξ(aR)=α(S»)=a»1. Suppose that
j = : $ * n holds for neΛ^. Then

=9Λn+i for any

Therefore there exists the conditional expectation Eφ(-\Ίfln) for any
Q. E. D.
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We here remind of two topologies in B(JC) [17]: (i) A net {Aa}dB(J()

converges to A^B(JC) in the strong operator topology (write Aa—^-*A) if

||(Aι—i4);c||->0 for any x e l , (ii) a net {Aa}cB(JC) converges to A<=B(M) in

the ultrastrong operator topology (write Aa -^> A) if ΣJKAr—^4)xJ|2->0 for

any sequence {xn}(ZM such that Σ J U J I 2 < ° ° .
From the definition of -3ttn, {$ίn} is an increasing sequence of von Neumann

subalgebras. According to Lemma 2, we have (c.f. [11, 17]).

1° Eψ(A\mn) - ^ Eφ(A\Wtco) for any AEΞVI and any faithful <*>c=®7(α) with

2R is said to be a sufficient [1, 2, 12, 13] for cSC<δ(9ί) if ^ ( |3tt) exists for
each φ^S and for each A^^fl there exists an v 4 0 e ^ such that

A0=Eφ(A\Wl) φ-a.e., φ^S,

where A—B φ-a. e. means φ(\A—B\)=0. In [3], Nakamura and Umegaki
showed that the function η{A)—--A\og A for any positive A<=yi is operator
concave. We assume that <δ/(α) includes a faithful state with {A). Using this
function η, we define

for any finite partition P={Pj}e£p(9Jl) and y>e©7(α), which is uniquely deter-

mined in the sense of ^-a. e.. Moreover, we define S£ as follows: For any

finite partition P={Pj}^£P(Wl) and

Then the following lemma holds.

LEMMA 3. For any faithful <p^<&2(a) with (A), we obtain

(1) s£(3Rn) - U sf (Woo)

(2) Sj(a»n)

partition

Proof. It is known that [8] the convergence ^4n —̂ -> Λ for a bounded

sequence {̂ 4Λ} implies f(An) — ^ /(A) for any continuous function f(t) such that

/(0)=0 and \f(t)\^a\t\+β with positive constants a, β. Since η{t) satisfies the

above conditions, we obtain on the support of φ

for any partition P<Ξ&(WI) and any y>e©7(α). (2) is immediate for (1).
Q. E. D.
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THEOREM 4. We assume that <Bj{a) includes a faithful state with (A>. Then
there exists a positive operator h(P, a) satisfying

(1) h(P,a)=sξ(ΏL) φ-a.e.

(2) Sξcmoo)=φ{h(P, a))

for any partition Pe£P(9ft) and any

Proof. By Theorem 6.49 of [17] (i. e. if ©/(α) includes a faithful state,
then ft" is sufficient for ©j(α)), 9ία is sufficient for ®/(α). Moreover, the above
lemma 2 and the fact 4° of [1] (i. e. if S (C@(9fc)) contains a faithful state >̂
and 501 is sufficient for S, then any subalgebra 9ft0 including 9tt is sufficient for
S whenever Eψ{ 1SOΊ0) exists) imply that Wn is sufficient for ©/(α) (neΛO. Let
0 be a faithful state in ©/(α) with <A>. Since 9ttn is sufficient for ©/(α),
y>β£^( |9Kn)=?>C ) n o l d s f o r a n ^ ?>e@/(α). By the fact 1°, the sequence
{Eφ(-\mn)\ is strongly convergent to £ 0 ( |9Roβ) satisfying ^«E0( |9Roo)=p( ) for
any y>e©/(α). Therefore $L> is sufficient for ©7(α), which implies that there
exists the conditional expectation ξ from ϋft to 9ftoo such that φ°ξ=φ for any
peS/fα). From Lemma 3, the sequence {η{Eφ{A\^Rn))} is strongly convergent
to η(Eφ(A\Wloo)) for any Λ^% Thus we have

for any partition Pe£P(9Ji). Now we put

for any partition Pe£P(9#), then h(P,a) is bounded operator. Since £(•) =
(̂•ISWoo) p-a.e. for any pG@;(«), we obtain

for any P G ^ I ) and ^e@/(α). Finally the (2) of lemma 3 deduces the equality

φ(h(P, a))=S*Cm,o)

for any P e ^ I ) and jpeS/fα). Q.E. D.
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